2005 dodge grand caravan window motor

The Generation IV Dodge Grand Caravan and its sibling the Chrysler Town and Country is well
known for requiring an annoying and expensive replacement of the front window regulators
after a drawn out failure where they will gradually stop working. I finally got around to looking
into the problem on my van this week and found the root cause to be easily fixable. The window
regulators are located underneath the front door trim panels, which are held on by three screws
indicated by arrows in the picture below. Once the panel is removed you need to remove the
plastic moisture barrier which will expose the window regulator. I ended up just prying them out
of the door; it was easier than trying to loosen the glue holding them into the rubber. In most
cases the problem lies in the motor and not the regulator, but unfortunately the motor alone
costs just as much as the full assembly. As shown, the bottom of the motor can be removed
with two screws to expose the armature and windings. In the images below you can see where
the brushes contact the commutator, in my motor the brushes were worn down to nubs. The
commutator was almost black with carbon deposits, so I took it out and cleaned it with
electronics spray. The other motor was going to need more work. Simply cleaning the
commutator made no change, the brushes were just too worn. I removed the spring holding the
brushes in and pulled both of them out. I ordered this pair of 5mm brushes from Amazon and
they only required a bit of sanding to fit into the motor housing. After that all that needed to be
done was the reverse of disassembly. I ended up passing a zip tie though the holes in the door
and looping it tightly around the regulator to hold it in place more securely because of the mess
caused by the rubber grommets. A Light on Few Street. Repairing a Dodge Grand Caravan
Window Motor 24 Apr The Generation IV Dodge Grand Caravan and its sibling the Chrysler
Town and Country is well known for requiring an annoying and expensive replacement of the
front window regulators after a drawn out failure where they will gradually stop working. A little
sloppy work with the soldering iron and they were reinstalled. When you ride this well
constructed Dodge, you're beaming with confidence. A Dodge Grand Caravan is a great family
cruiser - keep it in top condition and safe for your kids with the highest quality automobile parts
and components. No car embodies a heritage of durable engineering that compares with a
genuine Dodge and their popularity is well deserved. In the search for value, car enthusiasts
can rely on Dodge, a well-known builder of long-lasting and trustworthy automobiles. For long
lasting and solid value from a car, car lovers can rely on Dodge. If a problem crops up or a part
ought to be fixed, don't economize with the wrong part. Your Dodge Grand Caravan is meant to
have the right parts to perform at the highest efficiency. You've got to settle on a vehicle that
can be reliable for years to come and you can completely trust a classic Dodge. When an issue
develops or a system needs to be fixed, avoid the temptation to scrimp with a badly-made part.
That Dodge Grand Caravan needs the correct parts to come through with its full performance.
Dodge builds reliable and robust cars and trucks, but all cars have minor systems which can on
occasion fail or need replacement - we have the replacement parts and accessories your car is
in need of. Protect your vehicle's elements by buying only the most outstanding high-quality
engine parts. Dodge Grand Caravan Window Motors are affixed to the window control and a
worm gear to provide the upward and down movement of your power window. Dodge Grand
Caravan Window Motors may quit running if they become congested with contaminants or short
out. The Dodge Grand Caravan Window Motor is the component that allows the movement of a
car's power windows. The Dodge Grand Caravan Window Motor supplies the muscle required to
lower and lift a vehicle's automatic windows. Purchasers who acquire a Dodge Grand Caravan
know that quality and elegance are well worth protecting; outstanding accessories can keep
your car on the road. Selecting a Dodge is a smart choice, now keeping it in showroom
condition is an even better idea. They are available for the following Dodge Grand Caravan
years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05,
04, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 90, 89, Fast shipping and great products. Part worked perfectly
even included the nylon fittings installed and ready to go in less than 30 minuets, could'nt be
more pleased. So far so good I havent had any problems with anything I've ordered from here.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support
ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product.
See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure
PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Dorman
Window Motor. Package Contents Window Lift Motor. Features: Built to match the original lift
motor Manufactured to fit directly into existing wiring systems. A1 Cardone Window Motor.
Features: Brushes are precisely designed to ensure armature and contacts are properly
matched Designed with a stronger, less brittle material than O. Product SKU: W Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: As a remanufactured Original Equipment part, this
unit guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. Testing includes loading the motor on a simulated window
fixture to verify speed and strength of the motor Every motor has its internal components

inspected and gauged. Bushings are gauged and re-impregnated with lubricating oil, ball
bearings are replaced with new and armatures are fully tested to ensure insulation Every
remanufactured motor is assembled with the precise amount of lubricant to ensure quiet
operation and long life Every remanufactured motor is fully compatible with the O. Replacement
gears are redesigned with a stronger, less brittle material than O. Show More Show Less.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. The Dodge Caravan traces its roots back to , when
the minivan was introduced to American families by Chrysler. When the larger Grand Caravan
debuted a few years later, it was an immediate sensation that has remained so over the years,
although it was outdone in various ways by its rivals. Despite innovations like driver-side
sliding doors and Stow 'n Go seats, its lack of refinement and indifferent execution kept it from
leading the race. The Dodge Grand Caravan has recently enjoyed significant improvements.
With a strong engine and improved cabin quality, the Grand Caravan has renewed its
competitive edge. The Stow 'n' Go seats have transformed this family van into a competitive
cargo hauler. For this alone, the Grand Caravan is hard to beat. Introduced in as a
long-wheelbase complement to the original Caravan, the Dodge Grand Caravan received its first
major overhaul in The second generation, running through , included a restyled exterior,
freshened interior and the addition of optional all-wheel-drive capability. Its dimensions were
unchanged, but the corners were rounded off and more glass was added. In , safety was
enhanced with the availability of antilock brakes and a driver-side airbag. The Grand Caravan's
four earliest generations have all exhibited reliability problems, but the first and second
generations were especially troublesome, due to issues related to the automatic transmission.
The Dodge Caravan is manufactured with optional power windows that may suffer several
irregularities that prevent the windows from operating correctly. The most common is power
loss, caused by a short or problem with the electrical system. The second most common is a
burned-out window motor. The average backyard mechanic can diagnose and repair most
electric window problems in less than an hour. The connection from the battery to the window
motor is a series of wires, fuses, and switches that can burn out or become damaged. Check the
fuses first, located at the driver's side kick panel. Remove the cover panel and there will be
several colored blade style fuses within. Check them for broken filaments, and replace those
that are blown. Check the switches at the door by prying the switch panel out and inspecting
the module for moisture or damage. Water can get into the switches and cause the windows to
stop working. If one of the windows works but the other doesn't, and the switches are not at
fault, it could be a blown window regulator motor. The solution for a blown motor is taking off
the door panel and pulling the motor out. Disconnect the motor from the wiring harness by
pulling the adapter plug apart. Turn the mount bolts counterclockwise and slide the motor out
from the window regulator gears. Position the new motor into the window regulator and secure
the mounting bolts clockwise. Connect the wiring harness by pressing the adapter plugs
together. Replace the door panel by pressing it to the pop rivets and tapping each one to seat
them individually. Turn the arm rest bolts and door handle screws clockwise. Replace the
switch module by connecting it to the wiring harness and pressing it into the arm rest molding
opening until the tabs catch. Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Dodge Grand Caravan.
Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. The window quit working on the
passenger side. I never got told of the recall on the air and wasn't allowed to get it fixed.
Figured, "I have windows that roll down, not that big of a deal" Well, now it is because now I'm
suffocating any time I have to drive in this heat! Really getting fed up with Dodge, Should of
Bought a Ford if i wanted all the problems. The driver side electric window quit working within
two years of purchase. Then it worked. Then it quit. I finally got fed up with the part time window
and paid to have the switch replaced. It worked for a week. Has not started working again.
Today, all the door locks quit working which is definitely a safety issue not to mention a major
PITA. The blinkers no longer shut off automatically. After some research, I realize that paying
money to fix this electronic system stuff is pointless. I now own a rolling garbage can. Thanks,
Dodge. Never again. April 24, is the latest in a series of instances. Previous times it fixed itself
twice, and at least two other times rapid toggling of the switch freed it. May be a dead spot in
the motor or something with the switch. Don't know that I am going to have it repaired or even
checked. Update from Jun 11, : Don't recall this window working since then. Got another
window switch from Pull-A-Part and installed it. The other windows work, and I think I hear the
driver window trying, but still doesn't move. So not likely the switch. Will probably have to have
somebody check the motor; I'm hesitant to try that myself. Just one more issue with this vehicle
along with frequent brake problems, dead power locks, faulty O2 sensors It's just one thing
after another and too much for a widow on a fixed income to deal with. The van windows have
been a constant and recurring problem. Passenger side window motor changed 3 x. Electrical
shorts of the wires on that side cited as additional problem that can't seem to get fixed right.

Window regulators on both sides gone bad. This time it is the driver's side and window won't go
back up, motor "crunches" when activated. Fed up. We will not buy Dodge again!!! I have been a
Dodge fan since and I bought this van in Feb. I am very unhappy with this Dodge product.
Power windows didn't work for approximately 1 month, but then they magically? Power locks
stopped working recently, almost 70, miles. I'll be trying the solutions everyone else has tried
but very disappointed that Dodge hasen't stepped up and offered a solution to this problem.
Very annoying that you can't get in the passenger side with a key. Hopefully something will
happen soon or its by by Dodge. Both windows go up and down so slow I feel like putting a
hammer through them so I dont have to watch them move an inch per hour or like last week get
stuck down at 8 degrees moving fifity MPH and not wanting to move for half an hour. Have more
issues now and cant afford a new car Screw Dodge. Both the passenger and the Driver side
windows will not work. Checked fuse and that seems OK, swapped fuse still not working. Back
windows work fine. Any ideas would be great to have. Just do not have the time or money to get
it fixed now. My wife said the windows quit working and I didn't know anything about this until I
looked it up online and found this site!! I unplugged the fuse but it happened again about weeks
later.. Drivers door window failed to raise completely today, December 18, at 5 degrees. This van
is the worst vehicle I have ever owned and I am It just keeps coming with this Dodge Grand
Crapavan. Yes if I didn't need a van I would definitely trash this beast, but with a child in college
I an stuck with this Crapavan until he graduates or I hit the lottery. I would love to make a
woodshed out of this thing, take the tires off and put it on a foundation. BIG moneymaker these
vans! If you have one I am praying for you. Some times the passenger window will not go down
when I use the buttons on the door. I have tried both sides. Then maybe the next day it will go
down. My husband really gets mad about this. Like others, my power windows have been flaky.
For a very long time, the passenger side window would rarely work. Now, the passenger side
works fine, but the driver's side doesn't. I've tried to find correlations with weather temperature,
humidity, etc. Just purchased the mini van. Windows worked fine until rain storm. Mechanic told
me to lightly hit the inside of the door panel towards the bottom of the door. Corrosion had set
up and window works great! Too bad it did not fix the automatic door locks! A Real Pain! For
almost two years now, the power windows work when they want to. Sometimes the drivers side
will work, sometimes the passenger side, sometimes both, sometimes neither. Barely had the
car and the power window on the driver's side is somehow dislodged and would not roll all the
way up. We did not do anything out of the ordinary; but one day, the window decided not to
close all the way. If we kept the button pressed, we feared that the window might shatter from
force this happened to an older Honda Civic once before. From experience, you never force the
window. We figured out a way around this problem without having to get it fixed more money
down the drain just after a few months of ownership! We roll it down once it starts to harden
mid way up the window frame. It would make a loud noise because it is jammed somewhere.
Then it would go back all the way up. We've dealt with it and so far it hasn't gotten worse, but it
is annoying. Well, first off, The thing started to work every once and a while, but now it just quit
working all together. This problem has been on going, and this really makes me mad, because
my van is rarely driven. Dodge really needs to make a recall!! One sunny warm day and about 8
months pregnant, a wave of terrible nausea came over me. As we were going about 70 on the
highway and with two children under two in the back of the van, I thought rolling my window
down for some fresh air just might do the trick Not only did I have to do all I could to keep my
insides in, but we had to quickly exit the busy highway so I could get some fresh air. And this
was just a few months after purchasing the vehicle!!! How does anyone break or ruin the
window motors or whatever else makes it go down without the part being junk??? It's wonderful
now that gas is above an arm and a leg to ALWAYS have to turn on the air conditioner because
the passenger side window won't roll down an
accord lxi
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d air doesn't quite circulate to the back where the really sweaty children are I love to support
our Americans and their products but can they produce anything worth two cents? If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 19
reports replace regulator 3 reports replace motor 2 reports replace power window motor and
switch 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Grand Caravan
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Intrepid oil sludge Caravan

transmission failure engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint
paint defect Grand Caravan recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

